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**Abstract**

This work is a detailed companion reproducibility paper of the methods and experiments proposed by Lastra-Díaz and García-Serrano in [2015, 2016] [56–58], which introduces the following contributions: (1) a new and efficient representation model for taxonomies, called PostetHERep, which is an adaptation of the half-edge data structure commonly used to represent discrete manifolds and planar graphs; (2) a new Java software library called the Half-Edge Semantic Measures Library (HESML) based on PostetHERep, which implements most ontology-based semantic similarity measures and Information Content (IC) models reported in the literature; (3) a set of reproducible experiments on word similarity based on HESML and ReproZip with the aim of exactly reproducing the experimental surveys in the three aforementioned works; (4) a replication framework and dataset, called WNSimRep v1, whose aim is to assist the exact replication of most methods reported in the literature; and finally, (5) a set of scalability and performance benchmarks for semantic measures libraries. PostetHERep and HESML are motivated by several drawbacks in the current semantic measures libraries, especially the performance and scalability, as well as the evaluation of new methods and the replication of most previous methods. The reproducible experiments introduced herein are encouraged by the lack of a set of large, self-contained and easily reproducible experiments with the aim of replicating and confirming previously reported results. Likewise, the WNSimRep v1 dataset is motivated by the discovery of several contradictory results and difficulties in reproducing previously reported methods and experiments. PostetHERep proposes a memory-efficient representation for taxonomies which linearly scales with the size of the taxonomy and provides an efficient implementation of most taxonomy-based algorithms used by the semantic measures and IC models, whilst HESML provides an open framework to aid research into the area by providing a simpler and more efficient software architecture than the current software libraries. Finally, we prove the outperformance of HESML on the state-of-the-art libraries, as well as the possibility of significantly improving their performance and scalability without caching using PostetHERep.
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1. Introduction

Human similarity judgments between concepts underlie most of cognitive capabilities, such as categorization, memory, decision-making and reasoning. Thus, the proposal for concept similarity models to estimate the degree of similarity between word and concept pairs has been a very active line of research in the fields of cognitive sciences [106,124], artificial intelligence and Information Retrieval (IR) [107]. The semantic similarity measures esti-
mates the degree of similarity between concepts by considering only ‘is-a’ relationships, whilst the semantic relatedness measures also consider any type of co-occurrence relationship. For instance, a wheel is closely related to a car because the wheels are part of any car; however, a wheel neither is a car nor derives from another common close concept as vehicle, thus their degree of similarity is low. Whilst hand-coded taxonomies, such as WordNet and other sources of knowledge, can be efficiently and reliably used to retrieve the ‘is-a’ relationships between concepts and words, the co-occurrence relationships required by the semantic relatedness measures need to be retrieved from a large corpus. For this reason [57, §1.1], ontology-based semantic similarity measures exclusively based on ‘is-a’ relationships are currently the best and most reliable strategy to estimate the degree of similarity between words and concepts [58], whilst the corpus-based similarity measures are the best strategy for estimating their degree of relatedness [8].

An ontology-based semantic similarity measure is a binary concept-valued function \( \text{sim} : C \times C \to \mathbb{R} \) defined on a single-root taxonomy of concepts \( (C, \leq_c) \), which returns an estimation of the degree of similarity between concepts as perceived by a human being. The ontology-based similarity measures have become both a very active research topic, and a key component in many applications. For instance, in the fields of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and IR, ontology-based semantic similarity measures have been used in Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) methods [92], text similarity measures [86], spelling error detection [20], sentence similarity models [44, 66, 91], paraphrase detection [36], unified sense disambiguation methods for different types of structured sources of knowledge [73], document clustering [31], ontology alignment [30], document [74] and query anonymization [11], clustering of nominal information [9, 10], chemical entity identification [40], interoperability among agent-based systems [34], and ontology-based Information Retrieval (IR) models [55, 62] to solve the lack of an intrinsic semantic distance in vector ontology-based IR models [23]. In the field of bioengineering, ontology-based similarity measures have been proposed for synonym recognition [24] and biomedical text mining [14, 98, 112]. However, since the pioneering work of Lord et al. [72], the proposal of similarity measures for genomics and proteomics based on the Gene Ontology (GO) [5] have attracted a lot of attention, as detailed in a recent survey on the topic [76]. Many GO-based semantic similarity measures have been proposed for protein functional similarity [28, 29, 101, 132], giving rise to applications in protein classification and protein-protein interactions [41, 129], gene prioritization [117] and many others reported in [76, p.2].

In [57], Lastra-Díaz and García-Serrano introduce a new family of similarity measures based on an Information Content (IC) model, whose pioneering work is introduced by Resnik [108]. Their new family of semantic similarity measures is based on two unexplored notions: a non-linear normalization of the classic Jiang-Conrath distance [52], and a generalization of this latter distance on non tree-like taxonomies defined as the length of the shortest path within an IC-weighted taxonomy. One of the similarity measures introduced in [57], called \( \text{coswflcSim} \), obtains the best results on the RGG65 dataset. In another subsequent work [56], the same aforementioned authors introduce a new family of intrinsic and corpus-based IC models and a new algebraic framework for their derivation, which is based on the estimation of the conditional probabilities between child and parent concepts within a taxonomy. This latter family of IC models is refined in another subsequent paper [58], which also sets out the new state of the art and confirms the outperformance of the \( \text{coswflcSim} \) similarity measure in a statistically significant manner among the family of ontology-based semantic similarity measures based on WordNet.

Given a taxonomy of concepts defined by the triplet \( (C, \leq_c, \Gamma) \), where \( \Gamma \in C \) is the supreme element called the root, an Information Content model is a function \( IC : C \to \mathbb{R}^+ \cup \{0\} \), which represents an estimation of the information content for every concept, defined by \( IC(c_i) = -\log_2(p(c_i)) \), \( p(c_i) \) being the occurrence probability of each concept \( c_i \in C \). Each IC model must satisfy two further properties: (1) nullity in the root, such that \( IC(\Gamma) = 0 \), and (2) growing monotonicity from the root to the leaf concepts, such that \( c_i \leq_c c_j \Rightarrow IC(c_i) \geq IC(c_j) \). Once the IC-based measure is chosen, the IC model is mainly responsible for the definition of the notion of similarity and distance between concepts.

The main aim of this work is to introduce the PosetHERep representation model and make the Half-Edge Semantic Measures Library (HESML) publicly available for the first time, together with a set of reproducible experiments whose aims are the exact replication of the three aforementioned experimental surveys [56–58], as well as the proposal for a self-contained experimental platform which can be easily used for extensive experimentation, even with no software coding. In addition, this work also introduces a new replication framework and the WNSimRep v1 dataset for the first time provided as supplementary material in [63], whose aim is to provide a gold standard to assist in the exact replication of ontology-based similarity measures and IC models. Finally, we have carried-out a series of experiments in order to evaluate the scalability and performance of HESML as regards the Semantic Measures Library (SML) [48] and WNetSS [15], which sets our the current state of the art. This work is part of a novel initiative on computational reproducibility recently introduced by Chirigati et al. [26], whose pioneering work is introduced by Wolke et al. [127] with the aim of leading to the exact replication of several dynamic resource allocation strategies in cloud data centers evaluated in a companion paper [128].

### 1.1. Main motivation and hypothesis

The two main motivations of this work are three drawbacks in the current semantic measures libraries, detailed below, and the lack of a set of self-contained and easily reproducible experiments into ontology-based semantic similarity measures and IC models based on WordNet. Another significant motivation, also related to the reproducibility, is the lack of a gold standard to assist in the exact replication of ontology-based similarity measures and IC models.

#### 1.1.1. On the current semantic measures libraries

Our first motivation is the discovery of several scalability and performance drawbacks in the current state-of-the-art semantic measures libraries. We argue that these aforementioned drawbacks are derived from the use of naive graph representation models which do not capture the intrinsic structure of the taxonomies being represented. As a consequence of this latter fact, all topological algorithms based on naive representation models demand a high computational cost which degrades their performance. In turn, in order to solve the performance problem of their graph-based algorithms, the current semantic measures libraries adopt a caching strategy, storing the ancestors and descendant sets of all vertexes within the taxonomy, among other topological queries in memory. This latter caching strategy significantly increases the memory usage and leads to a scalability problem as regards the size of the taxonomy, in addition to impacting the performance because of the further memory allocation and dynamic resizing of the caching data structures, or the interrogation of external relational databases.

Our main hypothesis is that a new representation model for taxonomies which properly encodes their intrinsic structure, together with a new software library based on it, should bridge the aforementioned gap of scalability and performance of the current semantic measures libraries. Thus, our main research questions are as follows: (Q1) is a new intrinsic representation model for taxonomies able to improve significantly the performance and scala-
bility of the state-of-the-art semantic measures libraries?, and (Q2) is it possible to significantly improve the performance and scalability of the state-of-the-art semantic measures libraries without using any caching strategy?

The current state-of-the-art libraries are based on caching for most topological queries and the delocalization of attributes from their base objects (vertexes and edges). For instance, SML represents the ontologies by graphs, in which each vertex and oriented edge is defined by a URI key in a Java hash set. Thus, any further information associated to each vertex or edge needs to be stored in any independent external data structure, an approach that we call delocalized attributes. In addition, SML uses hash sets to store all pre-computed information and topological queries associated to each vertex as follows: its incoming and outgoing edge sets, its ascendant and descendant sets, its minimum and maximum depths, its subsumed leaves and its IC values, among others. Following the same delocalized approach, the edge weights in SML are also stored in Java hash sets indexed by edge URIs. All the aforementioned taxonomical features are computed during the pre-processing step, or the first time that they are requested, being stored in their corresponding caching structures defined as hash sets or tables. All topological queries, as well as the shortest path algorithm implemented by SML, are based on the traversal of the SML graph model, as well as the cache information of the vertexes and their delocalized attributes. The cached taxonomical features are represented in a distributed collection of hash maps and sets indexed by edge and vertex URI keys. In short, the entire topological model of the SML is based on caching, hash maps and delocalized attributes from their base objects. One of the first consequences of caching the vertex sets, as the ancestor or descendant sets, is that it implies a non-linear increase in the use of memory. On the other hand, the delocalized approach adds a performance penalty because of the need to interrogate different hash maps in order to retrieve multiple attributes from the same underlying object, in addition to an increase in the memory required derived from the internal searching and storing structures required by the underlying hash maps. Finally, all graph traversal algorithms, especially the shortest path computation, suffer a significant decrease in performance derived from the lack of an efficient representation of the adjacency model. The SML algorithms need to interrogate the hash maps continuously by storing the incoming and outgoing edge sets of each vertex in order to retrieve the adjacency information and traverse the graph. Thus, the traversing method is especially time consuming in complex algorithms as the shortest path computation. Another significant example of caching is the approach adopted by the WNetSS semantic measures library introduced recently by Aouicha et al. [15]. Unlike SML, which computes the topological features on-the-fly by storing them in an in-memory cache, WNetSS carries-out a time-consuming off-line pre-processing of all WordNet-based topological information which is stored in a MySQL server. This latter caching strategy based on MySQL could be appropriate for supporting a large Web-based experimental platform, such as the SISR system proposed in [15]. However, it severely impacts the performance, scalability and extensibility of WNetSS.

A second motivation is related to several software tools issues that lead to practical difficulties for the functional extension of current software libraries. For instance, WordNet::Similarity [99] and WS4J [121] were designed before the emergence of the intrinsic IC models described in Section 2.1, thus, these libraries maintain in-memory tables with the concept frequency counts which are interrogated in order to compute the IC values required in a similarity evaluation step; however, their data structures do not provide any proper abstraction layer or software architecture to integrate new intrinsic IC models easily. On the other hand, SML separates the in-memory storage of the IC values and edge weights from the edge and nodes within the base taxonomy by defining two Java abstract interfaces to integrate new weighting schemes and IC models as external data providers which are interrogated on-the-fly. This latter software design decision looks fine from an abstract point of view; however, it hinders the implementation of weighted IC-based measures like the weighted J&C and coswJ&IC similarity measures introduced by Lastra-Diaz and García-Serrano [57], because the edge weights depend on the IC values of the nodes.

A third motivation is the lack of software implementations for the most recent ontology-based similarity measures and intrinsic IC models developed during the last decade. This latter fact prevents the publication of exhaustive experimental surveys comparing the new proposed methods with most recent methods reported in the literature, because of the effort and difficulty in replicating previous methods and experiments.

1.1.2. On the reproducibility in the area

A fourth motivation of this work is the lack of a set of self-contained and easily reproducible experiments that allow the research community to be able to replicate methods and results reported in the literature exactly, even without the need for software coding. The lack of reproducible experiments, together with the aforementioned lack of software libraries covering the most recent methods, and the difficulties in replicating methods and experiments exactly have contributed, with few exceptions, to improvable reproducibility practices in the area. Many works introducing similarity measures or IC models during the last decade have only implemented or evaluated classic IC-based similarity measures, such as the Resnik [108], Lin [70] and Jiang-Conrath [52] measures, avoiding the replication of IC models and similarity measures introduced by other researchers. Some works have not included all the details of their methods, or the experimental setup to obtain the published results, thus, preventing their reproducibility. Most works have copied results published by others. This latter fact has prevented the invaluable confirmation of previously reported methods and results, which is an essential feature of science. Pedersen [94], and subsequently Fokkens et al. [37], warn of the need to reproduce and validate previous methods and results reported in the literature, a suggestion that we subscribe to in our aforementioned works [56–58], where we also refuted some previous conclusions and warn of finding some contradictory results. A recent study [6,33] on the perception of this reproducibility ‘crisis’ in science shows that the aforementioned reproducibility problems in our area are not the exception but the rule. Precisely, this latter fact has encouraged the recent manifesto for reproducible science [90], which we also subscribe.

And finally, our last motivation is the lack of a gold standard to assist in the exact replication of ontology-based similarity measures and IC models. Most ontology-based similarity measures and intrinsic IC models require the computation of different taxonomical features, such as node depths, hyponym sets, node subsumers, the Least Common Subsumer (LCS), and subsumed leaves, among others. WordNet is a taxonomy with multiple inheritance, thus, some of these features are ambiguously defined, or their computation could be prone to errors. For example, the node depth can be defined as the length of the shortest ascending path from the node to the root, or the length of the longest ascending path as defined by Taib et al. [43]. Different definitions of depth also lead us to different values for the LCS concepts. On the other hand, the computation of the hyponym set, subsumed leaves and subsumer set requires a careful counting process to avoid node repetitions, as is already noted in [119, §3]. Another potential source of error is the ambiguity in the definition and notion of some IC models and similarity measures. For example, Zhou et al. [134] define the root depth as 1, whilst the standard convention in graph theory is 0. Most authors define the hyponym set as the descendant node set without including the base node itself. However, in [43], the hyponym set also includes the base concept. In addition, we
find works that do not detail the IC models used in their experiments, or how these IC models were built. Finally, many recent hybrid-type measures also require the computation of the length of the shortest path between concepts. These sources of ambiguity and difficulty demand a lot of attention to the fine details for replicating most IC models and similarity measures in the literature. In a recent work [57], we find some contradictory results and difficulties in replicating previous methods and experiments reported in the literature. These reproducibility problems were confirmed in another subsequent work, such as [56], whilst new contradictory results are reported in [58]. Several replication problems were solved with the kind support of most authors. However, we were not able to confirm all previous results, whilst others could not be reproduced through lack of information. As we have explained above, many taxonomical features are ambiguously defined or prone to errors. Thus, all the aforementioned facts lead us to conclude that the exact replication of ontology-based similarity measures and IC models is a hard task, and not exempt from risk. Therefore, it follows that it is urgent and desirable to set off a gold standard for this taxonomical information in order to support the exact replication of the methods reported in the literature.

1.2. Definition of the problem and contributions

This work tackles the problem of designing a scalable and efficient new representation model for taxonomies and a new semantic measures library based on the former, as well as the lack of self-contained reproducible experiments on WordNet-based similarity, tools and resources to assist in the exact replication of methods and experiments previously reported in the literature. In order to bridge the aforementioned gap, the main contributions of this work are as follows: (1) a new and efficient representation model for taxonomies, called PosetHERep, which is an adaptation of the half-edge data structure commonly used to represent discrete manifolds and planar graphs in computational geometry; (2) a new Java software library called Half-Edge Semantic Measures Library (HESML) based on PosetHERep, which implements most ontology-based semantic similarity measures and Information Content (IC) models reported in the literature; (3) a set of reproducible experiments on word similarity based on HESML and ReproZip [27] with the aim of exactly reproducing the experimental surveys reported in [56-58]; (4) a replication framework and dataset, called WNSimRep v1, which is provided as supplementary material at [63], and whose aim is to assist the exact replication of most methods reported in the literature; and finally, (5) the definition and evaluation of a set of scalability and performance benchmarks to compare the state-of-the-art semantic measures libraries.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 introduces the HESML software library and the PosetHERep representation model for taxonomies. Section 4 introduces a set of reproducible experiments as a companion work to the aforementioned works introduced by Lastra-Díaz and García-Serrano [56-58]. Section 5 briefly introduces the WNSimRep v1 dataset, which is detailed and made publicly available in [63] as complementary material. Section 6 introduces a series of benchmarks between HESML and two state-of-the-art semantic measures libraries with the aim of evaluating and comparing their scalability and performance. Section 7 introduces our discussion of the experimental results. Section 8 introduces our conclusions and future work, whilst Section 9 introduces the revision comments made by the reviewers. Finally, Appendix A details the resources and datasets included in the HESML V1R2 distribution.

2. Related work

This section is divided into four subsections according to the categorization of the related work detailed as follows. Section 2.1 categorizes the family of ontology-based similarity measures. Section 2.2 introduces the IC models which have been implemented in HESML. Section 2.3 introduces the main software libraries of ontology-based semantic similarity measures on WordNet reported in the literature. And finally, Section 2.4 introduces some potential applications in information systems. We only introduce herein a categorization of the methods reported in the literature, mainly those implemented in HESML. However, for an in-depth review of the latter topics, we refer the reader to the reviews by Lastra-Díaz and García-Serrano on IC-based similarity measures [57] and IC models [56,58], as well as the short review by Batet and Sánchez [12] and the book by Harispe et al. [49].

2.1. Ontology-based semantic similarity measures

Table 1 shows our categorization of the current ontology-based semantic similarity measures into four subfamilies as follows. First, edge-counting measures, the so-called path-based measures, whose core idea is the use of the length of the shortest path between concepts as an estimation of their degree of similarity, such as the pioneering work of Rada et al. [107]. Second, the family of IC-based similarity measures, whose core idea is the use of an Information Content (IC) model, such as the pioneering work of Resnik [108], and the subsequent measures introduced by Jiang and Conrath [52] and Lin [70]. Third, the family of feature-based similarity measures, whose core idea is the use of set-theory operators between the feature sets of the concepts, such as the pioneering work of Tversky [124]. And fourth, other similarity measures that cannot be directly categorized into any previous family, which are based on similarity graphs derived from WordNet [122], novel contributions of the hyponym set [43], or aggregations of other measures [75].

In turn, the more recent IC-based measures can be divided into four subgroups: (1) a first group made up by the aforementioned three classic IC-based similarity measures by Resnik [108], Jiang and Conrath [52], and Lin [70]; (2) a second group defined by those measures that make up an IC model with any function based on the length of the shortest path between concepts, such as the pioneering work of Li et al. [69], and other subsequent works shown in Table 1; (3) a third group of IC-based measures based on the reformulation of different approaches, such as the IC-based reformulations of the Tversky measure by Pirró and Seco [103], and the IC-based reformulation of most edge-counting methods introduced by Sánchez et al. [112]; and finally, (4) a fourth group of IC-based measures based on a monotone transformation of any classic IC-based similarity measure, such as the exponential-like scaling of the Lin measure introduced by Meng and Gu [81], the reciprocal similarity measure of the Jiang-Conrath distance introduced by Garla and Brandt [39], another exponential-like normalization of the Jiang-Conrath distance introduced by Lastra-Díaz and García a-Serrano [57], and the monotone transformation of the Lin measure called FaITH introduced by Pirró and Euzenat [104]. Table 2 shows a summary of the ontology-based semantic similarity measures implemented by the main publicly available semantic measures libraries.

Finally, we mention five significant further lines of research into ontology-based similarity measures. Stanchev [122] introduces an asymmetric similarity weighted graph derived from WordNet, whilst Martinez-Gil [75] proposes an aggregated similarity measure based on a combination of multiple ontology-based similarity measures and Van Miltenburg [125] proposes a method to compute the semantic similarity between adjectives based on the use of the similarity between their sets of derivational source names in WordNet. More recently, Meymandpour et al. [85] propose several semantic similarity measures for Linked Open Data (LOD) based on IC models, whilst Batet and Sánchez [13] propose a semantic
relatedness measure based on the combination of highly-accurate ontology-based semantic similarity measures with a resemblance measure derived from corpus statistics.

2.2. Information Content models

The first known IC model is based on corpus statistics and was introduced by Resnik [108], and subsequently detailed in [109]. The main drawback of the corpus-based IC models is the difficulty in getting a well-balanced and disambiguated corpus for the estimation of the concept probabilities. To bridge this gap, Seco et al. [119] introduce the first intrinsic IC model in the literature, whose core hypothesis is that the IC models can be directly computed from intrinsic taxonomical features. Thus, the development of new intrinsic IC-based similarity measures is divided into two subproblems: (1) the proposal of new intrinsic IC models, and (2) the proposal for new IC-based similarity measures. During the last decade, the development of intrinsic IC models has become one of the mainstreams of research in the area. Among the main intrinsic and corpus-based IC models proposed in the literature, we find the proposals by Zhou et al. [133], Sebti and Barfroush [118], Blanchard et al. [18], Sánchez et al. [113,114], Meng et al. [82], Yuan et al. [131], Hadj Taieb et al. [42], Lastra-Díaz and García-Serrano [56,58], Adhikari et al. [1], Aoucha et al. [4,16], and Harispe et al. [46].

Finally, in another recent work, Jiang et al. [53] introduce a new intrinsic IC model based on the Wikipedia category structure which has obtained outstanding results in several word-similarity benchmarks. Table 3 shows a summary of the IC models implemented by the current semantic measures libraries.

2.3. Ontology-based semantic measures libraries

The main publicly available software libraries focusing on the implementation of ontology-based similarity measures based on WordNet are WordNet::Similarity (WNSim) [99] and WS4J [121], whose development is more stable, and the Semantic Measures Library (SML) [47] and the recent WNetSS [15] which are active ongoing projects.

The pioneering WNSim library was developed in Perl by Pedersen et al. [99], and subsequently migrated to Java by Tedeki Shima, under the name of WS4J [121]. WS4J includes, like its parent library, the most significant path-based similarity measures, the three aforementioned classic IC-based measures and several corpus-based IC models [95]. However, WNSim and WS4J do not include most ontology-based similarity measures developed during the last decade, nor any intrinsic IC model. WNSim has been used in a series of papers on word similarity by Patwardhan and Pedersen [93,96], and it has been extended in order to support the UMLS biomedical ontology, thus becoming an independent Perl software library called UMLS::Similarity [78], which is used in a WSD evaluation by McInnes et al. [77]. On the other hand, Harispe et al. [47] introduce the aforementioned SML library, which is the largest semantic measures library. SML is an ongoing project whose v0.9 version implements most classic path-based and IC-based similarity measures as well as several intrinsic IC models; however, it does not include most ontology-based similarity measures and intrinsic IC models developed during the last decade, as shown in Tables 2 and 3. However, SML includes direct support to import OWL and other significant biomedical ontologies such as GO, MeSH and SNOMED-CT. In addition, SML includes several most significant groupwise and pairwise GO-based semantic similarity measures, as

---

Table 1
Categorization of the main ontology-based semantic similarity measures based on WordNet reported in the literature and implemented in HESML, except those measures with an asterisk (*). The categorization above excludes most GO-based semantic similarity measures, which are in-depth analyzed in a recent survey by Mazandu et al. [76].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path-based measures</th>
<th>Classic IC-based measures</th>
<th>Hybrid (path-based) IC-based measures</th>
<th>Reformulations of other types of measure</th>
<th>Monotone transformations of classic IC-based measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rada et al. [107], Wu &amp; Palmer [130]</td>
<td>Resnik [108], Jiang &amp; Conrath [52], Lin [70]</td>
<td>Zhou et al. [133], Meng et al. [83], Gao et al. [38]</td>
<td>Pirro &amp; Seco [103], Sánchez et al. [112]</td>
<td>Pirro &amp; Euzenat [104], Meng &amp; Gu [81], Garla &amp; Brandt [39], Lastra-Díaz &amp; García-Serrano (coswJ&amp;C) [57]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature-based measures</th>
<th>Other types of measure</th>
<th>- Taxonomical features (hyponym sets): Taieb et al. [43]</th>
<th>- Aggregation of different measures: Martínez-Gil [75]</th>
<th>- Asymmetrically weighted graphs based on WordNet: Stanchev [122]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tversky [124], Batet et al. [14], Sánchez et al. [115]</td>
<td>- IC-based reformulation on LinkedOpenData (LOD): Meymandpour et al. [85]</td>
<td>- IC-based reformulation on Wikipedia: Jiang et al. [53]</td>
<td></td>
<td>- IC-based reformulation on Wikipedia: Jiang et al. [53]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
well as a well-supported website and community forum. Thus, SML is currently the most complete and versatile software library reported in the literature. However, there are many other libraries and tools exclusively focused on Gene Ontology (GO), as detailed by Mazandu et al. [76], which should be considered in this specific domain. In addition to the aforementioned Tables 2 and 3, which summarize the methods implemented by the software libraries analyzed herein, Table 4 compares the programming languages and ontologies supported by them.

Finally, we have the WNetSS semantic measures library introduced recently by Aouicha et al. [15], which is based on an offline pre-processing and caching in a MySQL server of WordNet, as well as all WordNet-based topological features and implemented IC models. As we mentioned previously in Section 1.1.1, the caching strategy used by WNetSS severely impacts its performance and scalability. In addition, WNetSS exhibits two other significant extensibility drawbacks which prevent its use for researching and prototyping of new methods, as follows: (1) the current distribution of WNetSS does not include its source files, thus, their architecture, representation model for taxonomies and implementation details are missing; and (2) the current WNetSS version does not allow any type of functional extension, such as including a new taxonomy parser, as well as a new semantic similarity library or IC model. Finally, despite one of the main motivations of WNetSS being to provide a software implementation for the most recent methods, looking at Tables 2 and 3, you can see that WNetSS [15] neither implements nor cites many recent similarity measures and IC models reported in the literature.

2.4. Potential applications in Information Systems

Another interesting field of application of the family of ontology-based similarity measures is the problem of business process modeling as detailed below. A very old problem in business process management is the construction and analysis of concept maps that model business processes. Mendling et al. [80] study the current practices in the activity labeling of business processes, whilst Dijkman et al. [32] propose a similarity metric between business process models based on an ad-hoc semantic similarity metric between words in the node labels and attributes, as well as the structural similarity encoded by the concept map topology. Likewise, Leopold et al. [68] propose an automatic refactoring method of activity labels in business process modeling based on the automatic recognition of labeling styles, and Leopold et al. [67] propose the inference of suitable names for business process models automatically. Finally, Montani and Leonardi [89] introduce a framework for the retrieval and clustering of process models based on a semantic and structural distance between models. It is clear that a notion of semantic similarity between components of the models underlies most tasks on process modeling in the latter
Table 3
Intrinsic and corpus-based IC models implemented by the main publicly available software libraries based on WordNet. The above list represents, to the best of our knowledge, all IC models reported in the literature. (*) The Aouicha et al. [16] IC model is implemented in HESML; however, this latter IC model has not yet been evaluated because several missing details need to be clarified by the authors, as described in HESML source code [60].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus-based IC models</th>
<th>WNSim</th>
<th>WS4j</th>
<th>WNetsS</th>
<th>WNetsS</th>
<th>HESML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resnik corpus-based [1995] [108] [109]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lastra &amp; Garcia (2015) [56], CPCorpus</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lastra &amp; Garcia (2016) [58], CPRefCorpus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intrinsic IC models</th>
<th>WNSim</th>
<th>WS4j</th>
<th>SML</th>
<th>WNetsS</th>
<th>HESML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blanchard et al. (2008) [18], ICx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebti and Barfroush (2008) [118]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sánchez et al (2011) [114]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meng et al (2012) [82]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harispe (2012) [47]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuan et al (2013) [131]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aouicha et al. (2016) [4]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aouicha et al. (2016) [16]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harispe et al. (2016) [46]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intrinsic IC models for relatedness measures

Seddiqui and Aono [120]
Pirró and Euzenat [104]

IC models introduced by Lastra-Díaz and García-Serrano (2015) [56]

CondProbHyperonyms
CondProbUniform
CondProbLeaves
CondProbCosine
CondProbLogistic

IC models introduced by Lastra-Díaz and García-Serrano (2016) [58]

CondProbRefHyperonyms
CondProbRefUniform
CondProbRefLeaves
CondProbRefCosine
CondProbRefLogistic
CondProbRefLogisticLeaves
CondProbRefLeavesSubsumerRatio

Table 4
Further features of the main publicly available semantic software libraries based on WordNet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>WNSim</th>
<th>WS4j</th>
<th>SML</th>
<th>WNetsS</th>
<th>HESML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programming language</td>
<td>Perl</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source files availability</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing development</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported ontology file formats: own parser / external parser</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordNet</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWL</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeSH</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNOMED</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF triples files</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
<td>own</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HESML V1R2 [60] is distributed as a Java class library (HESML-V1R2.jar) plus a test driver application (HESMLClient.jar), which have been developed using NetBeans 8.0.2 for Windows, although it has been also compiled and evaluated on Linux-based platforms using the corresponding NetBeans versions. HESML V1R2 is freely distributed for any non-commercial purpose under a Creative Commons By-NC-SA-4.0 license recognized by citing the present work, whilst the commercial use of the similarity measures introduced in [57], as well as part of the intrinsic IC models introduced in [56] and [58], is protected by a patent application [58]. HESML is currently being evaluated by Castellanos et al. [22] in a taxonomy recovering task from DBpedia based on Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) methods like the proposed ones in [21]. HESML V1R2 significantly improves the performance of the HESML V1R1 version [59] which was released on September 7 2016 with the original submission of this work.

In order to make the experimental work with HESML easier, as well as supporting the reproducible experiments detailed in Section 4, HESML is distributed as a self-contained development and testing platform including the set of complementary resources shown in Table 22 in appendix, which includes three different WordNet versions, a WordNet-based frequency file dataset developed by Ted Pedersen [95], and the five most significant word similarity benchmarks. For this reason, any user of HESML must fulfill the licensing terms of these third-party resources by recognizing their authorship accordingly.

---

2 https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/legalcode.
3 https://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/license/.

---

semantic-aware applications. Thus, we argue herein that many of these methods could potentially benefit from the use of ontology-based semantic similarity measures.

3. The HESML software library

HESML V1R2 [60] is distributed as a Java class library (HESML-V1R2.jar) plus a test driver application (HESMLClient.jar), which have been developed using NetBeans 8.0.2 for Windows, although it has been also compiled and evaluated on Linux-based platforms using the corresponding NetBeans versions. HESML V1R2 is freely distributed for any non-commercial purpose under a Creative Commons By-NC-SA-4.0 license recognized by citing the present work, whilst the commercial use of the similarity measures introduced in [57], as well as part of the intrinsic IC models introduced in [56] and [58], is protected by a patent application [58]. HESML is currently being evaluated by Castellanos et al. [22] in a taxonomy recovering task from DBpedia based on Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) methods like the proposed ones in [21]. HESML V1R2 significantly improves the performance of the HESML V1R1 version [59] which was released on September 7 2016 with the original submission of this work.

In order to make the experimental work with HESML easier, as well as supporting the reproducible experiments detailed in Section 4, HESML is distributed as a self-contained development and testing platform including the set of complementary resources shown in Table 22 in appendix, which includes three different WordNet versions, a WordNet-based frequency file dataset developed by Ted Pedersen [95], and the five most significant word similarity benchmarks. For this reason, any user of HESML must fulfill the licensing terms of these third-party resources by recognizing their authorship accordingly.

---

2 https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/legalcode.
3 https://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/license/.
HESML V1R2 currently supports the WordNet taxonomy, most ontology-based similarity measures and all the IC models for concept similarity reported in the literature with the only exception of the IC models introduced by Harispe et al. [46], although the latter IC model could be included in future versions. In addition to the aforementioned IC models [46], Seddiqui and Aono [120] and Pirró and Euzenat [104] propose two further intrinsic IC models not implemented by HESML which are based on the integration of all types of taxonomic relationships, and thus especially designed for semantic relatedness measures. In addition, we plan to provide ongoing support for further ontologies such as Wikidata [126] and the Gene Ontology (GO) [5] among others, as well as further similarity and relatedness measures. On the other hand, the HESML architecture allows further similarity measures, IC models and ontology readers to be developed easily. We also urge potential users to propose further functionality. In order to remain up to date on new HESML versions, as well as asking for technical support, we invite the readers to subscribe to the HESML forum detailed in Table 8.

3.1. Software Architecture

The HESML software library is divided into four functional blocks as follows: (1) PosetHERep model objects shown in yellow in Fig. 1; (2) abstract interfaces implemented by the IC models or weighting schemes (ITaxonomyInfoConfigurator) and all the taxonomy-based similarity measures (ISimilarityMeasure) shown in red; (3) ontology readers shown in green; and (4) a family of automatized benchmarks shown in blue, which allow reproducible experiments on ontology-based similarity measures, IC models and word similarity benchmarks with different WordNet versions to be easily implemented, as well as computing and saving the results matrices with Pearson and Spearman correlation values. The automatized benchmarks allow the efficient and exact replication of the experiments and data tables included in the aforementioned works introduced by Lastra-Díaz and García-Serrano. These latter automatized benchmarks can be defined in an XML-based file format, which allows the definition of large experimental surveys without any software coding. All HESML objects are provided as private classes by implementing a set of Java interfaces, thus, they can only be instantiated by invoking the proper factory classes.

All the similarity measures, IC models or weighting schemes are invoked with a reference to the base taxonomy object (ITaxonomy) as an input argument, which provides a complete set of queries to retrieve all types of information and topological features. The children, parent, subsumed leaves, ancestor and descendant (hyponym) sets are computed on-the-fly, while the nodes and edges hold the IC values and weights respectively. Any IC model or weighting scheme is defined as an abstract taxonomy processor whose main aim is to annotate the taxonomy with the proper IC values, edge-based weights, concept probabilities or edge-based conditional probabilities. The node-based and edge-based data is subsequently retrieved by the ontology-based semantic similarity measures in their evaluation.

3.2. The PosetHERep representation model for taxonomies

PosetHERep is a new and linearly scalable representation model for taxonomies which is introduced herein for the first time. PosetHERep is based on our adaptation of the well-known half-edge representation in the field of computational geometry [19], also known as a double-connected edge list [17, §2.2], in order to efficiently represent and interrogate large taxonomies. PosetHERep model is the core component of the HESML architecture, it being the mainly responsible for their performance and scalability. Fig. 2 shows the core idea behind the PosetHERep representation model: all the outgoing and incoming oriented edges (half-edges) from any vertex are connected in such a way that their connection induces a cyclic ordering on the set of adjacent vertices. Given any single or multiple-root taxonomy \( C = \langle \mathcal{C}, \leq \rangle \), we can define its associated graph \( G = (V, E) \) in the usual way, in which every concept \( c_i \in \mathcal{C} \) is mapped onto a vertex \( v_i \in V \) and every order relationship between a parent concept and their children is mapped onto an oriented edge, hereinafter called as a half-edge. The core component of the PosetHERep model is the neighbourhood iteration loop algorithm detailed in Table 5 and three half-edge-valued functions as follows: (1) the Target function returns the vertex which the oriented edge points, (2) the Next function returns the next outgoing half-edge for each incoming half-edge to any base vertex, and (3) the Opposite function returns the opposite and paired half-edge. PosetHERep is based on the following topological
consistent axiom: all the incoming and outgoing half-edges of any vertex are connected in such a way that a full cycle of the neighbourhood iteration loop returns the set of adjacent vertexes on any taxonomy vertex. The HESML method that inserts the vertexes onto the taxonomy is mainly responsible for the verification of the latter axiom.

The PosetHERep model allows most topological queries to be answered in linear time, providing a very efficient implementation for all the graph-traversing algorithms, such as the computation of the depth of the vertexes, ancestor and descendant sets, subsumed leaf sets, and the length of the shortest path between vertexes, among others. Given any taxonomy with an associated graph $G = (V, E)$, it is easy to prove that the memory cost of its HESML representation is $O(k_1 |V| + k_2 |E|)$, where the constants $k_1$ and $k_2$ are defined by the memory size of the vertex and edge attributes. Thus, in any large taxonomy with a small number of concepts with multiple parents we can assume $|V| \approx |E|$, which proves that HESML linearly scales with the number of concepts in the taxonomy.

Finally, in order to implement the PosetHERep representation model, you must define the behaviour and interface of the six objects shown in yellow in Fig. 1 (ITaxonomy, IVertex, IHalpEdge, IEdge, IVertexList, and IEdgeList), as well as the collection of eight algorithms introduced below. Because of the lack of space, we do not detail seven of these algorithms, thus, we refer the reader to the source code implementing them. The eight algorithms run in linear time as regards the size of the taxonomy, with the only exception being the shortest path algorithm 6. Apart from the output data structures filled by the algorithms detailed below, none of them demands caching or other intensive-memory structures for their implementation. For this reason, the aforementioned algorithms are computationally efficient and scalable.

**Algorithm 1. Neighbourhood iteration loop.** Table 5 details this algorithm, which encodes all the adjacency relationships within the taxonomy. The current PosetHERep model only supports ‘is-a’ relationships, because it only supports two types of half-edges: ‘SubClassOf’ and ‘SuperClassOf’. For this reason, the current HESML version is only able to represent ‘is-a’ taxonomies. However, the extension of the PosetHERep model to manage any type of ontological relationship is straightforward. Thus, we plan to extend its representation capabilities in future versions to include any type of semantic relationship between concepts within an ontology. In addition, PosetHERep could be extended to represent many other types of semantic graphs. We also call this algorithm a vertex iteration loop, and it is extensively used by most algorithms detailed in this section. Indeed, you can see this piece of code in the software implementation of the aforementioned methods in HESML. The iteration loop runs in linear time, it being the time proportional to the number of adjacent vertexes.

**Algorithm 2. Insertion of a vertex in the taxonomy.** This algorithm inserts a new vertex into the taxonomy, as detailed in the source code of the Taxonomy.addVertex() function. The method links the vertex to its parent vertexes in order to satisfy the aforementioned topological consistency axiom. Once any vertex has been inserted into the taxonomy, it can be directly interrogated without any further inference process, such as that required by other libraries like SML. The method runs in linear time, it being the time proportional to the number of adjacent vertexes.

**Algorithm 3. Retrieval of the ancestor set of a vertex.** This algorithm retrieves the ancestor set of any vertex within the taxonomy without caching, as detailed in the source code of the Vertex.getAncestors() function. The algorithm climbs up the taxonomy by traversing the ‘SubClassOf’ oriented edges in each local vertex iteration loop. The method runs in linear time, it being the time proportional to the maximum depth of the base vertex.

**Algorithm 4. Retrieval of the descendant set (hyponyms) of a vertex.** This algorithm retrieves the descendant set of any vertex within the taxonomy without caching, as detailed in the source code of the Vertex.getHyponyms() function. The algorithm climbs down the taxonomy by traversing the ‘SuperClassOf’ oriented edges in each local vertex iteration loop. The method runs in linear time, it being the time proportional to the difference between the maximum depth of the taxonomy and the base vertex.

**Algorithm 5. Retrieval of the set of subsumed leaves of a vertex.** This algorithm retrieves the set subsumed leaves by any vertex within the taxonomy without caching, as detailed in the source code of the Vertex.getSubsumedLeaves() function. The algorithm is identical to the method retrieving the descendant set with the exception that this method only selects the leaf vertexes, instead of all descendant vertexes. It shares the same computational complexity as algorithm 4.

**Algorithm 6. Shortest path.** This algorithm computes the length of the shortest weighted or unweighted path between two vertexes in the taxonomy, as detailed in the source code of the Vertex.getShortestPathDistanceTo() function. The method is a classic Dijkstra algorithm based on a min-priority queue [25,79] and the aforementioned PosetHERep vertex iteration loop in order to efficiently traverse the graph. Despite our implementation of the Dijkstra algorithm being very efficient in comparison with other semantic measures libraries, it is still a general-graph method approach with an exponential time complexity.

---

**Table 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1</th>
<th>Neighbourhood iteration loop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input:</td>
<td>a base vertex $v$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output:</td>
<td>an ordered list adjVertexes of adjacent vertexes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IVertexList adjVertexes;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IHalpEdge loop = $v$.firstOutComingEdge;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>loop = $v$.firstOutComingEdge;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>adjVertexes.Add(loop.Target);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>while (loop != $v$.firstOutComingEdge) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>loop = loop.Opposite.Next;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Algorithm 7. Minimum depth computation. This algorithm computes the minimum depth of the vertex, which is defined as the length of the shortest ascending path from the vertex to the root, as detailed in the source code of the `Vertex.computeMinDepth()` function. The algorithm is divided into two steps: (1) retrieval of the ancestor set, and (2) computation of the shortest ascending path using a modified Dijkstra algorithm constrained to the ancestor set. The core idea of speeding up this algorithm is to reduce the search space for the shortest path algorithm to the ancestor set, which is very efficiently retrieved using algorithm 3. The method runs in linear time, it being the time proportional to the maximum depth of the base vertex.

Algorithm 8. Maximum depth computation. This algorithm computes the maximum depth of the vertex, which is defined as the length of the longest ascending path from the vertex to the root, as detailed in the source code of the `Vertex.computeMaxDepth()` function. This algorithm is identical to the algorithm 7, but in this case it computes the longest ascending path from the vertex to the root.

3.3. Software Functionalities

HESML V1R2 includes the implementation of all the ontology-based similarity measures shown in Table 2, all the IC models shown in Table 3, a set of automatized benchmarks and a reader of WordNet databases. The set of IC models included in HESML represents most known intrinsic and corpus-based IC models based on WordNet reported in the literature. The library includes its own WordNet parser and in-memory database representation, it being fully independent of any other software library. In addition, HESML defines the AbstractBenchmark and WordnetSimBenchmark classes in order to provide a family of automatized word similarity benchmarks based on WordNet, as well as an input XML-based reproducible experiment file format which allows all the reproducible experiments detailed in Section 4 and the WNSimRep v1 dataset to be easily replicated with no software coding.

3.4. Impact

In addition to providing a larger collection of ontology-based similarity measures and intrinsic IC models than other publicly available software libraries, HESML provides a more efficient and scalable representation of taxonomies for the prototyping, development and evaluation of ontology-based similarity measures. These aforementioned features convert HESML into an open platform to assist the research activities in the area, such as: (1) the development of large experimental surveys, (2) the fast prototyping and development of new methods and applications, (3) the replication of previous methods and results reported in the literature such as in this work, and (4) the dissemination and teaching of ontology-based similarity measures and IC models.

The functionality and software architecture of HESML allow the efficient and practical evaluation of large word similarity benchmarks such as SimLex [50] and ontology-based similarity measures based on the length of the shortest path, whose implementation in other software libraries requires a high computational cost that prevents their evaluation in large experimental surveys [58] and datasets. Thus, HESML is an essential tool for allowing the fast prototyping and evaluation of new path-based similarity measures on weighted taxonomies or other complex taxonomical features, such as the measures introduced in [57].

Lastra-Díaz and García-Serrano are currently carrying out a very active research campaign into ontology-based similarity measures and IC models based on HESML. Thus, it is expected that HESML functionality will grow accordingly. Finally, because of the growing interest in the integration of ontology-based similarity measures in many applications in the fields of NLP, IR, the Semantic Web and bioengineering, especially genomics, we expect that HESML will be helpful and interesting to a larger audience.

3.5. Illustrative examples of use

The HESMLClient.java source code file includes a set of sample functions in order to show the functionality of the library as shown in Table 6, which are listed in the function `SampleExperiments()`. All source files are well documented and extensively commented on, in addition to providing a javadoc documentation. Thus, we think that a careful reading of the source code examples, as well as the understanding of the software architecture detailed in Fig. 1 and the extensibility procedures detailed in Section 3.6, should be enough to use HESML to its best advantage. Next, we highlight two examples of use of HESML, whilst the next subsection explains how to extend the functionality of the library:

- Reproducing previous methods and experiments. We refer the reader to the sample functions in Table 6.
- Running large experimental surveys. In addition to checking the aforementioned sample functions, we refer the reader to the Section 4 in which a set of large reproducible experiments is detailed.

3.6. Extending the library

One of the main goals of HESML is to replicate previous methods, as well as facilitating the prototyping and development of new methods. The main extensibility axes of the library are the development of new similarity measures and IC models, as well as further ontology parsers. We detail how to carry-out these functionality extensions as follows:

- Developing and prototyping a new similarity measure. In order to design a new ontology-based similarity measure, the users must create and register a new class by implementing the `ISimilarityMeasure` interface. The steps to create a new similarity measure are as follows: (1) create a new measure class in the `hesml/measures/impl` namespace, which extends the `SimilaritySemanticMeasure` abstract class and implements the `ISimilarityMeasure` interface; (2) include a new type of measure in the `SimilarityMeasureType.java` enumeration; and (3) register the creation of the new measure in the `getMeasure()` method implemented by the factory class defined in the `hesml/measures/impl/MeasureFactory.java` source file.

- Developing and prototyping a new IC model. In order to design a new intrinsic corpus-based IC model, the users must create and register a new class implementing the `ITaxonomyInfoConfigurator` interface. The steps to create a new intrinsic IC model are as follows: (1) create a new IC model class in the `hesml/configurators/icmodels` namespace, which extends the `AbstractICModel` class and implements the `ITaxonomyInfoConfigurator` interface; (2) include a new intrinsic IC model type in the `IntrinsicICModelType.java` package; (3) register the creation of the new IC model either the `getIntrinsicICmodel()` or `getCorpusICmodel()` methods implemented by the factory class defined in the `hesml/configurators/icmodels/IntrinsicICFactory.java` source file.

- Developing a new taxonomy reader. Any taxonomy reader must be able to read a taxonomy file and return an instance of an `ITaxonomy` object. You can use the implementation of the WordNet reader in the `taxonomyreaders/wordnet/impl` namespace as example.
4. The Reproducible Experiments

The aim of this section is to introduce a set of detailed experimental setups in order to exactly replicate the methods and experiments introduced by Lastra-Díaz and García-Serrano in [56–58], whose contributions were stated in the introduction.

4.1. Experimental setup and complementary datasets

We follow the same experimental setup as that detailed in [56] and [58], including the same datasets, preprocessing steps, evaluation metrics, baselines, management of polysemic words and reporting of the results. All the experiments compute the Pearson and Spearman correlation metrics for a set of ontology-based similarity measures on each word similarity benchmark in Table 22, as detailed in [56]. Table 7 details the four complementary Mendeley datasets which are distributed in the current work.

4.2. Obtaining and compiling HESML

Table 8 shows the technical information required to obtain and compile the HESML source code and run the experiments detailed in Table 11. There are two different ways of obtaining the HESML source code: (1) by downloading the current version from the permanent Mendeley Data link [60]; and finally, (2) by downloading it from its GitHub repository detailed in Table 8.

Once the source code package has been downloaded or extracted onto your hard drive, the project will have the following folder structure:

1. HESML_Library. The root folder of the project.
2. HESML_Library/HESML. This folder is the main software library folder containing the NetBeans project and HESML source code. Below this folder you find the dist folder which contains the HESML-V1R2.jar distribution file generated during the compilation.
3. HESML_Library/HESMLclient. This folder contains the source code of the HESML client console application. The main aim of the HESMLclient.jar application is to provide a collection of sample functions in order to show the HESML functionality, as well as running the collection of reproducible experiments.
4. HESML_Library/PedersenICmodels. This folder contains the full WordNet-InfoContent-3.0 collection of WordNet-based frequency files created by Ted Pedersen [95]. The file names denote the corpus used to build each file. The readme file details the method used to build the frequency files, which is also detailed in [97].
5. HESML_Library/ReproducibleExperiments. This folder contains three subfolders with the reproducible experiment files shown in Table 11, as well as a XML-schema file called WordNet-BasedExperiments.xsd, which describes the syntax of all XML-based experiment files (*.exp), and the All_paper_tables.exp file with the definition of all the reproducible experiments shown in Table 11. All files have been created with the XML Spy editor.
Table 9
Configuration of the computers used to reproduce the accompanying set of reproducible experiments, and their running times on the main reproducibility experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental platform</th>
<th>Operating system</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>RAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ubuntu-base (2011)</td>
<td>Ubuntu MATE 16.04 LTS</td>
<td>Intel Pentium B950 @ 2.10 GHz</td>
<td>4 Gb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows-base (2015)</td>
<td>Windows 8.1x64</td>
<td>Intel Core i7-5500U @ 2.40 GHz</td>
<td>8 Gb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, this folder also contains the RawOutputFiles subfolder with all the raw output files shown in Table 11, and the Post-scripts folder containing the set of post-processing R scripts detailed in Table 12.

6. HESML_Library/WN_datasets. This folder contains a set of ‘.csv’ data files corresponding to the word similarity benchmarks shown in Table 22.

7. HESML_Library/WordNet-2.1. This folder contains the database files of WordNet 2.1.

8. HESML_Library/WordNet-3.0. This folder contains the database files of WordNet 3.0.


In order to compile HESML, you must follow the following steps:

1. Install Java 8, Java SE Dev Kit 8 and NetBeans 8.0.2 or higher in your workstation.

2. Launch NetBeans IDE and open the HESML and HESMLclient projects contained in the root folder. NetBeans automatically detects the presence of a nbproject subfolder with the project files.

3. Select HESML and HESMLclient projects in the project treeview respectively. Then, invoke the ‘Clean and Build project (Shift + F11)’ command in order to compile both projects.

4.3. Running the experiments

Table 11 shows the full collection of reproducible experiment files, as well as the corresponding output files that will be generated in order to reproduce the results reported in [57], [56] and [58] respectively.

There are two ways of running the accompanying reproducible experiments: (1) by compiling HESML and running the HESMLclient program with any input experiment file shown in Table 11, as detailed in Section 4.3.1; or (2) by running the HESMLv1r1_reproducible_exp.zip reproducible experiment file [64] based on ReproZip, as detailed in Section 4.3.4. The name of the reproducible experiment files in Table 11 encodes the name of each corresponding table of results that is obtained as output, thus, the table of results that is reproduced. These experiment files reproduce most results reported in [56–58]. However, there are several summary tables in these aforementioned works that are not directly reproduced from the raw output files, thus, the post-processing of several output files is necessary to obtain these missing tables as detailed in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.1. Running the experiments with HESMLclient

Once you have compiled the HESML and HESMLclient projects as detailed in Section 4.2, you are ready to run the reproducible experiments as detailed below. The original HESMLclient source code is defined to fetch the required input files from the folder structure of HESML. Thus, you only need to follow the steps below:

1. Open a Linux or Windows command prompt in the HESML_Library/HESMLclient directory.

2. Run the following command using any reproducible experiment file shown in Table 11:

Table 10
Running times for the main reproducible experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PC name</th>
<th>EAAI_all_tables</th>
<th>KBS_all_tables</th>
<th>AI_all_tables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ubuntu-base</td>
<td>13491 min ≈ 9.37 days</td>
<td>38 s</td>
<td>16 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows-base</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>25 s</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. You must run the latter command for each experiment file defined in the aforementioned tables. Optionally, you can run all the experiments automatically by loading any summary file in step 2 above as follows: (1) EAAI_all_tables.exp, (2) KBS_all_tables.exp, (3) AI_all_tables.exp, or (4) All_paper_tables.exp. This latter file contains all the experiments shown in Table 11. Table 10 shows the running times for the latter reproducible experiments on the two experimental platforms detailed in Table 9.

Finally, the WNSimRepV1 dataset [63] can be computed automatically by running the command in step 4 below. The program automatically creates and stores all WNSimRepV1 data files in the output directory. If the output directory does not exist then it is automatically created.


4.3.2. System requirements and performance evaluation

The reproducible experiments detailed in the previous section have been reproduced by the authors in two different experimental platforms shown in Table 9, which are defined by an old low-end laptop called Ubuntu-base and a more recent professional laptop called Windows-base. The Ubuntu-base workstation sets the minimal system requirements in order to reproduce the experiments detailed in previous section, as well as the ReproZip package introduced in Section 4.3.4. Table 10 shows the running times for the main reproducible experiments on the two experimental platforms.

4.3.3. Processing of the result files

The running of each experiment file in Table 11 produces one or two comma-separated files (*.csv) with the values separated by a semicolon. The first column in Table 11 shows the number of the table in which the output data computed by each reproducible experiment file (*.exp) appears. All output files are saved in the same folder as their corresponding input experiment files.

Many output files detailed in Table 11 need certain post-processing in order to match the tables shown in the papers exactly. In order to automate this post-processing, we provide the set of R scripts detailed in Table 12. These scripts take the raw output files generated by the experiments in Table 11 and produce the final assembled tables as shown in [56–58], as well as Figs. 2 and 3 showing the interval significance analysis in [56]. The output files shown in the second column in Table 12 are the only files requiring post-processing, the remaining raw output files match the tables shown in the aforementioned works exactly. In order to run
the scripts in Table 12, you need to setup the well-known R statistical program\(^ 4\) in your workstation. Once R is installed, you need to install the ‘BioPhysConnectoR’ package, and follow the steps below:

1. Launch the R program
2. Select the menu option ‘File→Open script’. Then, load any R-script file contained in the \texttt{HESML\_Library\_Reproducible Experiments\_Post\_scripts} folder.
3. Edit the ‘inputDir’ variable at the beginning of the script in order to match the directory containing the raw output files on your hard drive.
4. Select the menu option ‘Edit→Run all’. The final assembled tables will be saved in the input directory defined above, whereas the figures will be shown within R and saved as independent PDF files.

4.3.4. Running the ReproZip experiments

ReproZip is a virtualization tool introduced by Chirigati et al.\(^ {27}\), whose aim is to warrant the exact replication of experimental results onto a different system from that originally used in their creation. ReproZip captures all the program dependencies and is able to reproduce the packaged experiments on any host platform, regardless of the hardware and software configuration used in their creation. Thus, ReproZip warrants the reproduction of the experiments introduced herein in the long term.

The ReproZip program was used for recording and packaging the running of the \texttt{HESML\_client} program with all the reproducible experiments shown in Table 11 in the \texttt{HESML\_v1r1\_reproducible\_exp.rpz} file available at \cite{rpackage}. This ReproZip file was generated by running Reprozip on the Ubuntu-based workstation, which was also used to run ReproUnzip based on Docker as detailed below. In order to set up and run the reproducible experiments introduced herein, you need to use ReproUnzip. ReproUnzip can be used with two different virtualization platforms: (1) Vagrant + VirtualBox, or (2) Docker. For a comparison of these two types of virtualization platform, we refer the reader to the survey introduced by Merkel\(^ {84}\), in which the author introduces Docker and compares it with classic Virtual Machines (VM) such as VirtualBox.

Our preferred ReproUnzip configuration is that based on Docker. For instance, in order to setup ReproUnzip based on Docker for Ubuntu, you should follow the detailed steps shown in Table 13, despite several steps possibly being unnecessary depending on your starting configuration. Once ReproUnzip and Docker have been successfully installed, Table 14 shows the detailed instructions to set up and run the reproducible experiments. Those read-

---

\(^4\) https://www.r-project.org/.
Table 13
Detailed instructions on installing ReproUnzip with Docker for Ubuntu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Detailed setup instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>sudo apt-get update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>sudo apt-get install libffi-dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>sudo apt-get install libssl-dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>sudo apt-get install openssl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>sudo apt-get install openssh-server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>sudo apt-get install libsqlite3-dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>sudo apt-get install python-dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>sudo pip install reprozip[all]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Docker for Ubuntu setup: follow the detailed instructions at <a href="https://docs.docker.com/engine/installation/linux/ubuntu/">https://docs.docker.com/engine/installation/linux/ubuntu/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14
Detailed instructions on how to reproduce the packaged experiments once ReproUnzip has been installed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Detailed experiment setup and running instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Setup the ReproUnzip program onto any supported platform (Linux, Windows and MacOS) as detailed in the ReproZip setup page detailed in Table 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Download the HESMLv1r1 reproducible exp.rpz from its Mendeley repository [64], as detailed in Table 8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Open a command console in the directory containing the HESMLv1r1_reproducible_exps.rpz file and executes the two commands below: (1) reprounzip docker setup HESMLv1r1_reproducible_exps.rpz docker_folder (2) reprounzip docker run docker_folder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15
The first instruction shows a list with the output files generated by the experiments, whilst the second instruction extracts all the output files from the container and downloads them to the current folder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Detailed instructions to recover the output files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>reprounzip showfiles docker_folder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>sudo reprounzip docker download –all docker_folder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16
Tested software platforms for the reproducible experiments based on ReproZip.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>ReproUnzip configuration</th>
<th>Tested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ubuntu-base</td>
<td>ReproUnzip based on Docker</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac Pro (OS X El Capitan – 10.11.6) with 16 GB RAM</td>
<td>ReproUnzip based on Vagrant</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ers who prefer to use ReproUnzip with VirtualBox instead of Docker can consult the ReproZip installation page.5

The running of the reproducible experiments based on Docker for Ubuntu took around 16 days on the aforementioned Ubuntu-base workstation. Once the running has finished, you should follow the instructions shown in Table 15 to recover the output files from the Docker container, as detailed in Table 11. Finally, Table 16 summarizes the software platforms in which the reproducible experiments [64] have been successfully reproduced.

The old low-end Ubuntu-base workstation with only 4GB RAM is enough to successfully run the experiments detailed in Table 11. However, we suggest a high-end workstation in order to reduce the overall running time.

5 https://reprozip.readthedocs.io/en/1.0.x/install.html

5. The WNSimRep v1 dataset

WNSimRep v1 is a replication dataset defined by a collection of intrinsic and corpus-based IC models based on WordNet 3.0, which is enriched with the most common taxonomical features used in the computation of similarity measures and intrinsic IC models, as well as the similarity values reported by most similarity measures in order to assist the replication of previously reported methods and experiments. The WNSimRep v1 dataset is part of the experimental data reported in our three aforementioned works [56–58], and it was automatically generated using HESML as detailed in Section 4.3.1.

Despite WNSimRep v1 being based on WordNet 3.0, the proposed framework could be adapted and extended to any type of base ontology, or intrinsic similarity measure. Because of the lack of space, WNSimRep v1 is detailed in a complementary paper, which together with the dataset files, is publicly available at [63].

WNSimRep v1 includes three different types of data files: (1) node-valued IC data files with taxonomical features, (2) edge-valued IC data files with the conditional probability between child and parent concepts, and (3) synset-pair-valued data files with taxonomical features and IC-based similarity measures for the synset pairs derived from the classic RG65 benchmark introduced by [111]. The dataset includes 22 intrinsic IC models, 8 corpus-based IC models based on the Resnik method, 8 corpus-based IC models based on the well-founded CondProbCorpus IC model, and 8 corpus-based IC model based on the CondProbRefCorpus, which have been evaluated with 22 similarity measures. All the corpus-based IC models are derived from the family of “add.lab” WordNet-based frequency files included in the Pedersen dataset [95], which is a dataset of corpus-based files created for a series of papers on similarity measures in WordNet, such as [93] and [96]. The dataset includes all the IC models and similarity measures evaluated in the experimental surveys carried-out in the three aforementioned works by Lastra-Diaz and García-Serrano in [56–58].

6. Evaluation of HESML

The goals of the experiments described in this section as are as follows: (1) the experimental evaluation of the PosetHERep representation model and HESML, as well as their comparison with the state-of-the-art semantic measures libraries called SML [48] and WNetSS [15]; (2) a study of the impact of the size of the taxonomy on the performance and scalability of the state-of-the-art semantic measures libraries; and finally, (3) the confirmation or refutation of our main hypothesis and research questions; Q1 and Q2 introduced in Section 1.1.

6.1. Experimental setup

Our experiments compare the performance of the HESML V1R2 library version available at [60], with the SML 0.9 library version whose source files are available at GitHub,6 and the recent WNetSS library.7 We used the compiled slib-dist-0.9-all.jar file available at the SML web site8 for our experiments. As WNetSS is not distributed with its source files, we were not able to carry-out a side-by-side detailed comparison of WNetSS with HESML and SML, as is done between HESML and SML. Thus, we divided our benchmarks into two blocks: (1) a detailed side-by-side comparison between HESML and SML based on the benchmarks detailed in Table 17; and (2) a WordNet-based similarity benchmark based on the SimLex655 dataset in order to evaluate the three aforementioned libraries, which is implemented by the EvaluateWordNetSimilarity-Dataset functions in the complementary dataset [61].

In order to evaluate HESML and SML, we have carried out a series of benchmarks based on the creation and interrogation of

---

7 http://wnetss-api.smr-team.org/.
8 http://www.semantic-measures-library.org/sml/downloads/releases/sml/0.9/slib-dist-0.9-all.jar.
a sequence of randomly created tree-like taxonomies, whose size grows from 20,000 to 1 million vertexes. The benchmarks have been designed with the aim of evaluating a selection of the most significant topological algorithms used by most ontology-based semantic similarity measures and IC models reported in the literature. Table 17 details the set of benchmarks defined to evaluate the performance of HESML and SML. Because of its high computational cost, we limit the evaluation of the shortest path algorithm to taxonomies with up to 50,000 vertexes. On the other hand, in order to evaluate and compare the performance of WNetSS with HESML and SML, we compare the running-time of the three libraries in the evaluation of the Jiang-Conrath similarity measure [52] with the Seco et al. IC model [119] in the SimLex665 dataset [50].

6.2. Reproducing our benchmarks

All benchmarks detailed in Table 17 are implemented on a single Java console program called HESML_vs_SML_test.jar, which is publicly available at [61]. The HESML_vs_SML program links directly with the HESML-VIR2.jar, slib-dist-0.9-all-jarjar and WNetSS.jar files containing the latest publicly available software releases of these libraries. The HESML_vs_SML dataset contains all source files and the NetBeans project used to create the entire program, including the pre-compiled version with their dependencies in the ‘dist’ subfolder. The HESML_vs_SML/test/src folder contains five files as follows: (1) HESML_vs_SML_test.java contains the main function; (2) HESMLTests.java contains the functions implementing the aforementioned benchmarks on the HESML V1R2 library; whilst (3) SMBStatus.java contains the same functions as HESML-tests.java, but implementing the benchmarks on the SML 0.9 library; and (4) the WNetSTests.java contains the function implementing the WordNet-based similarity benchmark; and finally, (5) the TestResults.java file implements a class with the aim of collecting all output results in a structured way. In order to reproduce our benchmarks and see the results reported in Tables 20 and 21, and Fig. 3, you should follow the steps detailed in [61].

6.3. Evaluation metrics

The metrics defined for the comparison of the results are the overall and average running time of the operations, measured in microseconds (μsecs), milliseconds (msecs) or seconds (secs), and the increase in memory derived from the caching process. The measurement of the memory use of a Java program is highly influenced by the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) memory allocation and garbage collector policies. Thus, it is very difficult to carry out a set of measurements on memory use which is reliable, stable and reproducible. For this reason, the metric used for the caching memory is defined by the exact number of vertexes which are stored in the caching structures. Despite not being able to know the exact caching memory allocated in runtime, we know that it is a multiple of the number of cached vertexes, which is defined by the memory size of each vertex (URIs in SML) and the memory required by the data structures used to stored them, typically Java HashSets in SML. Finally, the statistical significance of the results between HESML and SML in the benchmarks detailed in Table 17, as well as the results of the WordNet-based similarity benchmark reported in Table 19, is evaluated using the p-values resulting from the t-student test for the difference mean between the two series of average running times considered as two paired samples sets.

6.4. Results

Tables 20 and 21 show the results of the benchmarks between HESML and SML, whilst Fig. 3 shows a graphical comparison of their performance and Table 18 shows the p-values resulting from the comparison of both series of benchmarks. SML runs out of memory on the taxonomy with 1 million of vertexes. For this reason, we only show the results up to 900,000 vertexes. On the other hand, HESML starts to run out of memory for the same Java heap (4Gb) on taxonomies with 10 million of vertexes or more, a fact that you could check by incrementing the size of the taxonomy in the HESML_vs_SML main function. Finally, Table 18 shows the p-values of the benchmarks which are computed using a one-sided t-student distribution on two paired sample sets. Our null hypothesis, denoted by $H_0$, is that the difference mean in the average performance between HESML and SML is 0, whilst the alternative hypothesis, denoted by $H_1$, is that their average performance is different. For a 5% level of significance, it means that if the p-value is greater than 0.05, we must accept the null hypothesis, otherwise we can reject $H_0$ with an probability of error less than the p-value.

Table 19 shows the running-time in milliseconds for five evaluations of the Jiang-Conrath similarity measure in the SimLex665 dataset, together with the average running-time for each library on the Windows-based workstation. We evaluate the WordNet-based similarity benchmark five times to allow a statistical significance analysis and produce a more robust estimation.

7. Discussion

HESML V1R2 significantly outperforms SML 0.9 and sets the new state of the art of the problem. Looking at the Tables 20 and 21,
and Fig. 3, we conclude that HESML outperforms SML in all benchmarks detailed in Table 17. In addition, all p-values in Table 18 are less than 0.05, thus, we conclude that HESML outperforms SML in all benchmarks in a statistically significant manner. Thus, HESML sets the new state of the art in the family of semantic measures libraries in terms of performance and scalability.

Most HESML V1R2 algorithms exhibit linear complexity, thus they are linearly scalable. HESML obtains an almost constant average ratio on most benchmarks, as shown in Tables 20 and 21, and Fig. 3, with the only exception being the shortest path algorithm. The small variation in the average ratios in the aforementioned tables could be attributed to the inherent variability of the time measurement in Java. Thus, most benchmarks exhibit a linear complexity as regards the size of the taxonomy, confirming our theoretical analysis on the scalability of most PosetHERep algorithms introduced in Section 3.2. The set of benchmarks with a constant average ratio, and thus linear complexity, is defined as follows: (1) the creation of the taxonomy (vertex insertion); (2) the retrieval of the ancestor and descendant sets of the vertexes, and the overall leaf set (SML pre-processing); (3) the computation of the minimum and maximum depths of the vertexes; (4) the retrieval of the LCA vertex; (5) the retrieval of the MICA vertex; and (6) the retrieval of the subsumed leaves of the vertexes.

**Table 18**
P-values obtained by using a one-sided t-student distribution for the mean of the differences between two paired samples defined by the HESML and SML benchmark results and a significance level of 95%. The p-values above have been computed by running the figures_and_table18.R script into the R statistical package, which is provided as complementary material. Any p-value less than 0.05 implies that HESML obtains a statistically significant lower value (running time or caching) than SML. Thus, HESML outperforms SML on this benchmark in a statistically significant manner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avg Creation</th>
<th>Avg AncDescLeaves</th>
<th>Avg Caching ratio</th>
<th>Avg Minimum Depth</th>
<th>Avg Maximum Depth</th>
<th>Avg LCA</th>
<th>Avg MICA</th>
<th>Avg Subsumed leaves</th>
<th>Avg Shortest path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.3e-10</td>
<td>4.2e-04</td>
<td>1.6e-18</td>
<td>1.2e-03</td>
<td>8.2e-04</td>
<td>2.3e-09</td>
<td>3.6e-04</td>
<td>6.5e-03</td>
<td>1.0e-02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3.** This figure shows the results obtained by HESML and SML in the series of benchmarks described in the experimental setup, whose values are tabulated in Tables 20 and 21. The computation time is reported in microseconds (µsecs), milliseconds (msecs) or seconds (secs), whilst the increase in memory resulting from the caching carried-out by the SML library is reported in figure(c) as the ratio of the number of cached vertexes as regards the overall number of vertexes, the so called 'taxonomy size'.

**Figures:**
(a) Avg. taxonomy construction time
(b) Avg. ancestor, descendant & leave sets
(c) Caching ratio
(d) Avg. minimum depth computation time
(e) Avg. maximum depth computation time
(f) Avg. LCA computation time
(g) Avg. MICA computation time
(h) Avg. subsumed leaves computation time
(i) Avg. shortest path computation time
Performance libraries; thus, by computation estimations as non-linear. Most benchmarks of the mentioned topological queries. In addition, our results prove that the caching strategy does not only impact the scalability, because of the unneeded and non-linear increment of the memory usage, but also contributes to a low performance as consequence of the continuous interrogations of large hash maps. Specifically, Table 21 shows an almost constant speed-up factor between the average running time for the LCA and MICA benchmarks of HESML as regards SML, which we attribute to the aforementioned interrogations of the caching structures. In the best case, although SML was able to obtain a similar performance to HESML in these tasks after a reengineering of its code, HESML will obtain a better or similar performance without caching. Table 20 shows that SML demands a caching of 19.34 times the taxonomy size for a taxonomy size of 900,000 vertexes, and its caching growing rate is clearly non-linear.

Most SML algorithms exhibit a non-linear time complexity, whilst its best performing methods (LCA and MICA) demand a non-scalable caching strategy. This latter conclusion follows directly from the results shown in Tables 20 and 21, as well as the Fig. 3, and our discussion in the previous paragraph.

HESML outperforms most SML benchmarks by several orders of magnitude. As shown in Tables 20 and 21, the latter statement is especially significant for large sizes of taxonomy in the following benchmarks: (1) computation of the ancestor and descendant sets, (2) computation of the minimum and maximum depths, (3) computation of the subsumed leaves, and (4) computation of the shortest path between vertexes. SML only obtains good results, for the computation of the MICA and LCA vertexes because of the caching, and even in these two latter cases it is significantly outperformed by HESML. Again, the main problem behind most SML algorithms is its low degree of scalability as consequence of its representation model for taxonomies.

The overall outperformance of HESML on SML proves our main hypothesis and answers our two main research questions positively. Thus, our results allow the following conclusions to be drawn: (1) a new intrinsic representation model for taxonomies as the proposed by PoseHeRep is able to improve significantly the performance and scalability of the state-of-the-art semantic measures libraries; and (2) it is possible to significantly improve the performance and scalability of the state-of-the-art semantic mea-
The low performance and scalability of the shortest path algorithm in SML prevents its use in large WordNet-based benchmarks of path-based similarity measures. Looking at Table 20, you can see that SML requires more than 21 s to evaluate the length of the shortest path in a taxonomy with only 50,000 vertexes, which is a significant difference in performance compared to the HESML variant. This latter fact is especially critical in any WordNet-based word similarity evaluation because the similarity is commonly defined as the maximum similarity in the cartesian product between word senses, thus, it could increase up to two orders of magnitude the latter running time for any path-based similarity measure. On the other hand, looking at Fig. 3.1, you can see the non-linear scaling of the method.

SML obtains the lowest average running-time in the evaluation of a classic IC-based similarity measure in a WordNet-based benchmark, although there is no a statistically significant difference as regard HESML. Looking at Table 19, you can see that SML obtains an average running-time of 71.2 ms, whilst HESML and WNetSS obtain 92.6 and 176,926.8 ms respectively. However, the p-value for the t-student test between SML and HESML is 0.147, thus, there is no a statistically significant difference between these two latter libraries. We attribute this slight advantage of SML on HESML in the WordNet-based test to the WordNet indexing approach of HESML. Despite HESML outperforming SML in the topological algorithms used by the Jiang-Conrath similarity measure, the WordNet indexing and lookup in HESML is up to three times slower than its equivalent in SML. This difference in the performance of the WordNet indexing process between HESML and SML is a consequence of the implementation of two further hashmap lookup operations in HESML, which are not needed by the WordNet indexing approach of SML.

WNetSS obtains the lowest performance in the evaluation of the WordNet-based similarity benchmark, obtaining an average running-time which is more than three orders of magnitude higher than HESML and SML. Table 19 shows that the average running-time of 176,926.8 ms obtained by WNetSS is 2,485 and 1,911 times the average running-time obtained by SML and HESML respectively. This latter fact confirms our statements in Section 1.1 on the impact of a software architecture based on a relational database server on the performance and scalability of WNetSS.

Finally, PosetHERep could easily extended in a straightforward way to support any type of semantic relationship, in addition to the ‘is-a’ taxonomical relationships. Thus, the PosetHERep model could be used as the main building block for large ontologies, and with a proper extension it could be adapted to efficiently manage other non-taxonomical semantic graphs.

### 7.1. The new state of the art

Our previous discussion allows us to conclude that HESML is the more efficient and scalable semantic measures library between the three libraries evaluated herein. However, there is no a statistically significant difference in the performance of HESML and SML in the evaluation of non path-based similarity measures on WordNet. Thus, SML also provides an efficient and practical solution to evaluate IC-based similarity measures and IC models based on WordNet, despite its performance prevents the evaluation of path-based similarity measures. On the other hand, WNetSS exhibits a poor performance as consequence of its RDBMS-based caching approach, moreover, it does not provide its source files which seriously prevents its evaluation, extensibility and verification. Finally, there would be interesting to carry out a comparison and verifica-
tion of the detailed values reported by each library with the aim of checking and validating their implementation.

8. Conclusions and future work

We have introduced a new and linearly scalable representation model for large taxonomies, called PosetHERep, and the HESML V1R2 [60] semantic measures library based on the former. We have proven in a statistically significant manner that HESML V1R2 is the most efficient and scalable publicly available software library of ontology-based similarity measures and intrinsic IC models based on WordNet. However, there is not a statistically significant difference in the performance of HESML and SML in the evaluation of an IC-based similarity measure based on WordNet, unlike the evaluation of any path-based similarity measure in which HESML is much more efficient. On the other hand, PosetHERep and HESML have proven, conversely to common belief, that is possible to improve significantly the performance and scalability of the state-of-the-art semantic measures libraries without caching using a proper intrinsic representation model for taxonomies. The performance of WNNetSS is more than three orders of magnitude lower than HESML and SML because of its caching strategy based on a relational database.

In addition, we have introduced a set of reproducible experiments based on ReproZip [64] and HESML, which corresponds to the experimental surveys introduced by Lastra-Díaz and Garcia-Serrano in [57], [56] and [58], as well as the WNSimRep v1 replication framework and dataset [63] and a benchmark of semantic measures libraries [61].

As forthcoming activities, we plan to extend HESML in order to support Wikidata [126] and non “is-a” relationships in the short term, whilst in the mid-term, we expect to support the Gene Ontology (GO), MeSH and SNOMED-CT ontologies. In addition, we plan to include further ontology-based similarity measures and IC models reported in the literature, as well as the possibility of importing word embedding files with the aim of allowing the experimental comparison of state-of-the-art ontology-based and corpus-based similarity measures and methods.

9. Revision Comments

This reproducibility paper presents a novel software library (HESML) that implements a plethora of ontology-based semantic similarity measures and information content models. The value of such library is indubitable, since it provides a benchmark to compare existing and potentially new approaches in the field. By using and evaluating the implemented measures and models, researchers are able to thoroughly compare the available implementations and uncover which are the measures that more accurately mimic human understanding. In addition, because the source code is provided, new models and measures can more easily be built on top of the existing ones, facilitating the progress of the research on similarity measures.

While reviewing this manuscript, a few issues around reproducibility were brought into discussion. One issue was related to post-processing: ideally, for reproducibility purposes, the post-processing of output files should be as automatic as possible to facilitate the generation of the final results and figures of the paper. Evaluating performance and scalability is also key to reproducibility, since this makes the library more appealing for readers and researchers who will use it and perform experiments in potentially different computational platforms. Last, not only the instructions to run the library should be clear, but also the implemented modules and functions should be well described to make the library extendable and more useful. The authors satisfactorily took all our comments into account and significantly improved their artifact. It is worth noting that an important outcome of this submission and the reviews was the improvement in performance and scalability of the library, which will greatly benefit every researcher working in this area.

We would like to thank the authors for providing such a valuable artifact to the community, and for their great effort in making sure that all the instructions for building and using the library are clear, and all the experimental results can be reproduced effortlessly.
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Appendix A. Resources in the HESML distribution

Table 22 details the resources and datasets included in the HESML V1R2 distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference works</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Resource type</th>
<th>Licensing type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This work and [60]</td>
<td>HESML V1R2</td>
<td>Java software library</td>
<td>CC By-NC-SA 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This work and [63]</td>
<td>WNSimRep v1</td>
<td>Replication dataset</td>
<td>CC By-NC 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller [87], Fellbaum [35]</td>
<td>WordNet 2.1</td>
<td>Ontology-based lexicon</td>
<td>Attribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller [87], Fellbaum [35]</td>
<td>WordNet 3.0</td>
<td>Ontology-based lexicon</td>
<td>Attribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller [87], Fellbaum [35]</td>
<td>WordNet 3.1</td>
<td>Ontology-based lexicon</td>
<td>Attribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubenstein and Goodenough [111]</td>
<td>RG65</td>
<td>Word similarity benchmark</td>
<td>Attribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller and Charles [88]</td>
<td>MC28</td>
<td>Word similarity benchmark</td>
<td>Attribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agirre et al. [2]</td>
<td>Agirre201</td>
<td>Word similarity benchmark</td>
<td>Attribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piró [103]</td>
<td>PIRIO</td>
<td>Word similarity benchmark</td>
<td>Attribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill et al. [50]</td>
<td>SimLex665</td>
<td>Word similarity benchmark</td>
<td>Attribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patwardhan and Pedersen [93], Pedersen [96]</td>
<td>WN-IC-3.0.tar</td>
<td>WN-based frequency files</td>
<td>Attribution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 22: Collection of resources distributed as supplementary material of the present work and included the HESML V1R2 distribution package.